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NILES, IL – March 30 – Unlike the ongoing supply 
chain issues experienced by many industries, as a U.S. 
manufacturer, Jeron Electronic Systems has had no 
delays in supplying systems and components for 
existing and new nurse call and area of rescue 
customers. While following all safety protocols over the 
last two years, Jeron continued manufacturing 
throughout the pandemic. This continued availability of 
Jeron systems and parts has allowed healthcare and 
commercial facilities to keep their existing systems 
running and enabled Jeron to replace aging and 
obsolete systems in a timely manner. 
 
As a family run business, Jeron anticipated large supply issues and ordered the components needed to 
manufacture Provider® Nurse Call Systems and Pro-Alert™ Area of Rescue Systems. Jeron's forward-
planning perspective also included adding increased production capacity within the last year to meet 
growing demand. 
 
Beth Machall-Dwyer of Jeron's Distributor, New Era Technology remarks, "If we can't deliver to our 
hospitals or the healthcare facilities that we work with, they potentially can't open their doors. Jeron is a 
USA company where everything is designed, engineered, manufactured, and shipped; this is huge right 
now." 
 
Jeron began in 1965 at a residence on the north side of Chicago. Jeron systems are now sold worldwide, 
while still being a family run business headquartered just ten miles from where it all began over fifty years 
ago. 
 
Jeron provides Nurse Call solutions for hospitals and other healthcare markets and Life Safety Two-Way 
Communications for commercial buildings and residential facilities. Utilizing the latest in VoIP (Voice over 
IP) and enterprise-ready technology, Jeron's Provider® Nurse Call and Pro-Alert™ Area of Rescue 
meets the needs of patient to-staff and staff-to-resident communications for alerting, call activity 
reporting, one-touch workflows, and much more. 
 
For an overview of Jeron's Made in the U.S.A. design and manufacturing capabilities, check out: Jeron 
Factory & Technology Tour  
 
 
 
ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare and life safety 

industries, Jeron is the engineering and manufacturing force behind Provider® Nurse Call and Pro-Alert™ Area of Rescue 
Systems.  
 
These systems facilitate communications, help speed response times and integrate with a wide spectrum of alerting and 
notification technologies, all focused on delivering the highest levels of safety. Jeron has earned a solid reputation for 
innovation, quality and service. Jeron products are engineered and manufactured in the USA. For more information, please visit 
us at www.jeron.com. 
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